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The Gulf-Atlantic Waterway - Instrument
to Increase Profit Margins in the
Jacksonville Area

Summary Findings
1.

The Gulf-Atlantic Waterway will result in economic
benefit for every industry in Jacksonville.

2.

Based on projections of tonnage expected along the
Waterway by the Corps of Engineers, annual dollar
benefits to the Jacksonville economy will be
$7,200,000.

3.

The $7,200,000 stems directly from moving bulk
tonnages through the port, and will, through the
multiplier effect, add $14,750,000 in revenues to
the 65 industries located in Jacksonville. This
will be the minimum impact and will occur each
year of the project's life.

4.

Corollary savings due to lower-cost, inland
waterway transportation are estimated to be
$7,794,000 annually.

5.

New firms will be attracted to the Jacksonville
area because of the locational advantage added
by the waterway.
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The Gulf-Atlantic Waterway - Instrument
To Increase Profit Margins In The
Jacksonville Area

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to reassess the economic
value that the Gulf-Atlantic Waterway will have on Duval
county.

T0is will show the direct relationship on the Port

and the indirect benefits to other segments in our economy.
This is needed for three reasons:

1.

The last economic

study was completed by the Corps of Engineers with the
assistance of Arthur D. Little, Inc., a national consulting
firm, in 1962.

So, it has been almost twelve years since an

economic report has been started from scratch.

2.

The

economic reports in the past have been mainly concerned
with cost/benefit, and not the total economic effect of the
project.

3.

The Jacksonville Area Chamber of Commerce has

supported this project continually over forty years.
Therefore, in order to evaluate the time and money being
spent on this waterway project by the Chamber, a new
economic study was necessary.
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Gulf-Atlantic Waterway Facts

The Gulf-Atlantic Waterway was authorized by Public
Law 675, Seventy-seventh Congress, July 23, 1942.

The

propossed waterway is to extend from the St. Johns River,
north of Palatka, 107 miles westward to a deep water site
five miles out in the Gulf of Mexico near Yankeetown.

In

effect, the waterway will extend from Mayport to Yankeetown,
a distance of 185 miles.
The waterway will have a minimum depth of 12 feet
with a 150 foot bottom width.

It will require five locks,

84 feet wide and 600 feet long; three dams; three reservoin.
with combined area of 50 square miles, and; will create
254 miles of new shoreline. 1
Construction began February 27, 1964 wit:h President
Lyndon Johnson in attendance, giving the signal to begin.
The waterway will, in the words of the Canal Authority,
"connect some 26,000 miles of inland water in 29 states
in providing a water route from the Eastern Seaboard and
Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf and Mid-continental U.S.A. from New Jersey to Mexico". 2
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Macroeconomic Impact of the Gulf-Atlantic
waterway on Duval County
Construction of the Gulf-Atlantic waterway as planned
will require little, if any, expense in the Duval County
area since the project calls for a linking waterway system
with the St. Joltns River.

Tl1us, a normal measure of

economic impact, t'-1e "cost-benefit ratio" '1as less significance for Jacksonville than the other areas involved
with the waterway.

T'-1is isn't to say that Jacksonville

will experience no costs in the development of the
waterway.

It is certain that there will be costs-notably,

costs of improvement and expansion of port facilities to accommodate increased port activity - but these costs will be of
a positive nature since they will occur side-by-side with
growth of our total economy.

Therefore, in order to assess

the impact of the waterway, it is necessary to examine the impact
of the waterway on the Port, and then analyze the Port's
impact on the Jacksonville economy.
In studying economic impacts of institutions, it is
necessary to understand the meaning of an "economic system".
In an economy of Jacksonville's size, tltere exists large
diversification of interests among the various sectors that
make up our economy.
assume that any

Therefore, it would be a mistake to

singula~

institution could claim sole

representation of our economic base.

Instead, there is

a complex web of interdependence of each institution existing
in the geographical boundaries of our city that makes up
our economic system.

When one talks of increasing or
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decreasing the revenues of one institution in the economy,
it becomes evident that every institution in the total
economy will share in one way or another in the changed
wealth of that single institution.

This occurs because

every economic unit is dependent in some way on other
economic units.
To study the impact of the Port and its facilities on
the total economy, it is understood that the port must
have certain factors of production if it is to operate.
These factors of production are:

1) Land, 2) Labor, and

3) Capital1 and the port is willing to pay a price for
these factors by voluntarily exchanging wages, rents,
dividends or interest for their services.

In this respect,

the port is no different from any other institution in its
spending behavior, but it is being singled out in order to
draw the appropriate analogy with the Waterway effects on
our economy.
This points to the theory of dependence of institutions
in an economic system.

The Port is dependent on the owners

of factors of production and the owners of the factors are
dependent upon the Port's ability to provide income.
direct impact of the Port on the Jacksonville economy
would then be in the form of payments to the owners of
these factors.
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The

Impact of Port Activity
In 1974, there were approximately forty-one major
facilities being served by the Jacksonville harbor in
Duval County.

3

These 41 major facilities employed about

22,400 workers and had payrolls of over $179,000,000.

4

In addition, the Navy, a heavy user of our port, employed
33,653 Navy and civilian personnel in 1972 with a payroll
of $293,000,000. 5

These are staggering payroll figures

when viewed separately, but this isn't the total impact
of wages by any means.

In order to adequately assess

the total economic impact of these payrolls, it is
necessary to understand what is known in economics as
the "multiplier effect".
There are a number of multiplier effects noted in
economic theory.

The simplest multiplier effect may be

explained by following the movement of money paid to
employees in the form of wages and salaries.
Suppose a group of workers are paid $1,000 for their
services.

Once they receive this $1,000, they will decide

to save some portion and spend the remainder.

The portion

spent will go to new wage and salary earners who will save
a portion of their increased income and spend the remainder
on goods and services.

The portion spent will go to another

new group of wage and salary earners who will make the same
decisions of saving and spending.

This process continues

until all of the $1,000 has been absorbed into the economy.
Bowever, t hrough the spending and saving process, the
original injection of $1,000 has increased the overall
income level by some multiple greater then 1.
-5-

This is

known as the simple income multiplier and it ranges from
2 to 3 on a national average.

In other words, the initial

injection into the economy of $1,000 will result in an
increase in total income levels of $2,000 - $3,000.
The value of the multiplier depends on the character
of an area's manufacturing base and its level of sophistication
in economic development.

The more capital-intensive an area ' s

manufacturing base, the greater its multiplier.

The more

labor-intensive an area's manufacturing base, the less its
multiplier.

In all of the analyses of Jacksonville's economy,

a multiplier of between 2.0 and 2.5 is considered appropriate.
Referring now to the payroll figures of our 41 firms,
the total impact of the $179,000,000 will be between
$358,000,000 and $447,500,000 depending on the multiplier
selected.

Add to this the full impact of Naval payrolls

and the total will be in the range from $944,000,000 to
$1,180,000,000.
A study conducted in 1965 revealed the impact of the
Port on Jacksonville at that time.

6

According to the report,

the following incomes were generated from activity in the
Port:
1.) "Total average income from
servicing a ton of Bulk Cargo
at Port" 7
$4.58 per/ton
2.)

"Total average income from a
Ton of General Cargo Only" 8 $23.81 per/ton

3.) "Income added by Port and
Related Industrial
Activities" 9

$50,133,850

4.) "Value added by shipping
agencies and Port
Services" 10

$ 9,446,223

-6-

5.) contributions made by Port
related Truck and Railroad
activities: 11
a.) Taxes
b.) Salaries and wages
Total Annually
c.) Jobs Supported
The study assumed a multiplier of 3,
impact

$ 724,005
$5,909,874
$6,633,879
1,173
12

thus, total economic

of the Port, based on 1964 income figures was in the

vicinity of $170,000,000.
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Freight Traffic Through The Jacksonville
Harbor (Short Tons)a 1950 - 1972

1950

4,159,074

1962

8,671,216

1951

4,439,555

1963

8,220,899

1952

4,631,080

1964

9,281,866

1953

4,992,309

1965

9,755,088

1954

5,267,749

1966

10,295,556

1955

6,475,480

1967

10,113,722

1956

6,588,181

1968

11,199,240

1957

7,095,751

1969

11,413,072

1958

7,736,879

1970

11,563,807

1959

7,698,212

1971

12,448,895

1960

7,450,977

1972

14,885,935

1961

7,915,238

a - Source:

Department of the Army, u. s. Corps of
Engineers, Waterborne Commerce of the
United States, Part I, as compilled by
the Research and Marketing Department
of the Florida Publishing Company,
July, 1974.
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Other Ports and Economic Impact
Studies have been made for other ports around the
United States and the findings of the Jacksonville study
prove fairly accurate, though low, when compared with
other cities.
The University of South Carolina estimated the impact
of General Cargo on South Carol ina Ports to be $38.00 per
ton while Bulk Cargo and General Cargo combined had an
impact of $13.00 per ton. 13
A report on Louisville, Kentucky's Port stated:
"Based upon this multiplier effect*, it
is estimated that the total economic
impact of waterborne commerce on the
Louisville area economy was approximately $588,437,500 in wages and salaries,
or roughly 61,250 workers in 1972.
This estimate represents approximately
18 percent of all nonagricultural wage
and salary employment and 31.6 percent
of total wages and salaries paid in the
Louisville area in 1972." 14
Another interesting study was made for the Baltimore
Port.

The following is a summary of findings from that

report: 15
1.)
2.)
3.)

4.)

General Cargo
Bulk Cargo
Primary Metals
Other Local Processing
Total Primary Effect
Total Primary and
Secondary Effects

$29.958 per/ton
5.277 per/ton
25.561 per/ton
37.210 per/ton
$626,971,000
$1,567,428,000

Total Primary Economic impact of $626,971,000 was
converted to total primary and secondary economic impact
* Income multiplier of

2~

employment multiplier of 1.5.

-9-

by multiplying by 2.5 (multiplier effect).

The result was

the total impact of $1,567,428,000. 16
Studies of this type consistently show the major
contribution of waterborne commerce to economic entities.
Although dated, the following table gives an excellent
synopsis of economic impacts of waterway systems:
Comparison of Economic Growth and
Income in Waterfront and Nonwaterfront Counties in States Along
Inland water System (County
Averages). 17

Economic Growth - Percent Change in Population, 1950-1960
Waterfront
Nonwaterfront

10.7%
0.3%

Net Civilian Migration, 1950 - 1960
waterfront
Nonwaterfront

-726
-1,703

Income - Median Family Income, 1959
waterfront
Nonwaterfront

$3,976
3,808

Percent of Families with Incomes Under $3,000, 1959
Waterfront
Nonwaterfront

38.3%
39. go/o

Percent of Families with Incomes of $10,000 and Over, 1959
Waterfront
Nonwaterfront

-10-

7.3%
6.7%

Utilizing the per/ton estimates of general and bulk
cargoes in the Baltimore Study, the total economic impact
of the 14,885,935 short tons of cargo moved through the
Jacksonville Port in 1972 would be $353,354,657.

This

appears to be an inflated total but when it is realized
that this represents total dollar disbursements to banks,
retail outlets, insurance firms, automobile dealers,
employees and virtually every individual living in Duval
county, the figure begins to become more realistic.
Compared with the Jacksonville study, the total impact
would be $351,296,853; a difference of .5% from the
estimate utilizing the Baltimore figures.

In fact,

because the impact figures are not available for current
price ranges, it is felt that these estimates are understated by at least 34% (the amount of increase in prices
of commodities included in the Wholesale Price Index
since 1967) • 18

Adjusting for the increase in price of

wholesale commodities gives an estimated impact of
$470,700,000.
An example of the multiplier effect on the
$179,000,000 in wages and salaries paid to the 22,400
employees currently working in the harbor is presented
in an essay by the Council of Economic Advisors, entitled
"The Effects of Tax Reduction on Output and Employrnent". 19
The council estimates that an increase in income will,
after deductions for taxes, increase disposable incomes
of individuals by 55%.

Of this 55%, 7 percent will be

saved and the remaining 93% will be spent on consumption.

-11-

Therefore, banks in the community receive around
$6,891,500 in time deposits from the employees.

This

leaves $91,558,500 to be spent on the goods and services
offered by Jacksonville's merchants.

This will mean an

increase in the levels of demand deposits (checking
accounts) as well as the various instruments of credit
offered by financial institutions.
Money deposited in banks and savings and loan
institutions will, in effect, increase the money supply
by some multiple.

This is very similar to the income

multiplier and is referred to as the credit expansion
multiplier.

With a credit expansion multiplier of 3,

a deposit of $1,00 will make $3.00 of credit available
for new borrowers.

Thus, continued economic growth is

almost assured by the ability of our system to regulate
itself.
waterway transportation offers competition for other
modes of transportation because it is a low-cost alternative to rail, truck and air transport.

This is an

additional benefit of the Port that may not show up in
primary impact data.

It should be mentioned that this

effect aids the other modes of transportation by increasing volumes of shipments between modes, thus,
producing a share-of-benefits for each transporting
mode.
An analysis of rate differentials in presented
below.

It has been mentioned that the average transport

costs per ton/mile were 3.3 mills for barge transportation

-12-
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and 15.9 mills for rail transportation. 20 This reveals a
direct saving for the user of barge traffic in lieu of
rail, however, there is another saving that accrues to
users of other transportation modes because the low cost
waterway requires competitive pricing throughout the
transportation sector.

This is presented in the table:

Railroad Charges on Water-Adapted
Movements - Water-Competitive
Compared with Non-Water-Competitive 21

Railroad Charge per Ton
Rail
Distance
(Miles)
Export Wheat to New Orleans:
From St. Louis
From Oklahoma City

685
673

Export Grain to Portland,Ore.:
From Connell, Wash.
From Medford, Ore.

325
329

Phosphate Rock for Fertilizer:
From Tampa, Florida:
To Norfolk, va.
To Lynchburg, va.

802
781

Oyster Shells for Chicken Feed:
From Houston, Texas:
To Minneapolis
1198
To Cedar Rapids, Iowa 1021
Bituminous Coal to Minneapolis:
From West Franklin, Ill.
From Linton, Ind.

619
595

-13-

Water
Competitive

Non-Water
Competitive

$5.30
$8.00

9.60

4.95

7.40

9.85
13.02

3.37
5.02

INPUT/OUTPUT ANALYSIS
Input/Output Analysis was originated by Wassily Leontief
in 1936.

It was an econometric technique that gave one of the

most complete analytical tools for studying economic systems
ever formulated.

Un~ortunately,

the model was published at the

same time John Maynard Keynes was coming into vogue as the
leader of neo-classical economics, and it wasn't until 1973
that Leontief received the acclaim earned by his technique, when
he was awarded the Nobel Prize for his Input/Output Model.

Now

the Input/Output Model is fast becoming one of the most important
statistical aids in economic analysis around the world.
Input/Output analysis is a technique that studies the interdependence of industries in an economic area.

This factor of

interdependence is presented in table form by listing all
industries in an economic region, in rows and again listing the
same industries in columns.

Technically, the table is referred

to as a Matrix and the size of the Matrix is expressed by the
number of rows and the number of columns.

Thus, the sample

table presented is a 4 x 4 (read 4 by 4) sq,u are matrix.

The

Input/Output tables will always be square matrices, i.e., the
number of industries listed in the rows will equal the number
of industries listed in the columns.

-14-
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I

New
Construction

INPUT/OUTPUT MATRIX
Printing &
Publishing

I
Apparel

INPUT
Crude Petroleum
& Natural Gas

.00058

'V

.00020

.00575

-

.00042

.00015

-00313

OUTPUT

.00009

.0021

.00135

-,

Wooden Containers
.00006

.00005

-------)

Household Furniture
.00004

.01612

Other Furniture &
Fixtures

.23665

.00384

.02108

Paper & Allied
Products

Perhaps the best method of explaining the Input/Output
technique is to examine one industry and to determine the
22
various inputs required for its output.
A paper mill is linked with pulp mills, logging camps,
industrial and organic chemicals, and broadwoven fabric mills.
This linkage exists for the purpose of obtaining inputs required
in the production process of the mill.
The output of the mill is sold for use as inputs by
commercial printers, converted paper products industries, sanitary
paper products, manifold business forms, paperboard mills, and
various publishing functions.
If something occurs to increase or decrease demand for
paper products, the paper mill will attempt to expand or contract its output by controlling inventory purchases from all
of the firms in its input linkage.

If output is changed, each

of the industries reliant upon paper mills for their own inputs
will experience similar changes in their output.
This analogy points out the inter-dependency that exists
among industries.

The input-output table merely presents this

relationship in matrix form in order to determine the degrees of
interdependency in our economy.
Reading the table is a simple matter.

The rows of the

table show the output of each industry while the columns show
the inputs required by each industry in order to produce one
dollar of output.

-16-

In the analysis of Duval County's economy, an 82 x 82
matrix was used to determine the "ripple-effect" of a chanc:r e
in demand.

The table used was the 1967 National Input/Output

table completed and published in the February, 1974 Survey_of
Current Business.

This is the latest edition of the Table

published and it presents coefficients of interdependence
(basically percents) prevalent in the national economy durtng
the year 1967.
Use of the national model was necessary because no model
for Duval County exists.

It is felt that differences existing

between local business conditions and national business
conditions is similar enough to interpret multiple income effects
in Duval County by application of the national coefficients.
To demonstrate the model, a list was compiled of all
industries existing in the Duval County area. 23

These industries

were then grouped into major industry categories coinciding with
those represented in the BEA' s Input/Output model.

Of th1:! 82

groups in the BEA Table, Jacksonville had firms from 65 of those
industries.

Each of the 65 groups is listed on the next page.

The purpose of the analysis was to determine the total
economic effects of the Gulf-Atlantic Waterway on Duval County
industry and income.

In order to simplify the analysis, it was

decided to increase demand for transportation and warehousing by
$1.00 and trace the path of expansion through each of the industries existing in Duval County.

The increase of demand for all

Jacksonville industries is presented next to each industry on
the next page.
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Input/Output Table Total Primary And Secondary Economic Impact

Industry

Dollar Impact

Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas
Stone and Clay Mining and Quarrying
Food and Kindred Products
Tobacco Manufactures
Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread Mills
Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Coverings
Apparel
Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products
Leather and Wood Products, Except Containers
Wooden Containers
Household Furniture
Other Furniture and Fixtures
Paper and Allied Products Except Containers and Boxes
Paperboard Containers and Box es
Printing and Publishing
Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products
Plastics and Synthetic Materials
Drugs, Cleaning and To i let Preparations
Paints and Allied Products
Petroleum Refining and Related Industries
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products
Footwear and Other Leather Products
Glass and Glass Products
Stone and Clay Products
Primary Iron and Steel Mfg.
Primary Nonferrous Metals Mfg.
Metal Containers
Heating, Plumbing and Fabricated Structural Metal
Products
Screw Machine Products, Bolts, Nuts, etc. and
Metal Stampings
Other Fabricated Metal Products
Engines and Turbines
Farm Machinery
Construction, Mining, Oil Field Machinery Equipment
Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment
Metalworking Machinery and Equipment
Special Industry Machinery and Equipment
General Industrial Machinery and Equipment
Machine Shop Products
Service Industry Machines
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.024
.01
.009
.0001
.003
.002
.001
.002
.003
.0001
.0001
.0001
.007
.002
.010
.009
.003
.001
.003
.05
.009
.0001
.002
.003
.017
.008
.001
.003
.003
.008
.002
.0002
.0008
.0005
.002
.0004
.005
.002
.001

I
E

c

Electric Transmission & Distribution
Equipment & Electrical Industrial Apparatus
Electrical Lighting & Wiring Equipment
Electronic Components & Accessories
Miscellaneous Electric Machinery , Equipment
& Supplies
Motor Vehicles & Equipment
Aircraft & Parts
Other Transportation Equipment
Professional Scientific & Controlling Instruments
and Supplies
Optical, Ophthalmic and Photographic Equipment
and Supplies
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Transportation and Warehousing
Communications, except Radio and Television
broadcasting
Radio and Television Broadcasting
Electric, Gas, Water and Sanitary Services
Wholesale and Retail trade
Real Estate and Rental
Finance and Insurance
Hotels and Lodging places, personal and Repair
Services, except automobile repair
Business Services
Automobile repair and services
Amusements
Medical, educational services, and nonprofit
organizations
Federal Government Enterprises
State and local Government enterprises
Business Travel, Entertainment and Gifts
Office supplies
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.003
.001
.002
.002
.006
.01
.01
.002
.001
.002
1.126
.014
.002
.020
.0498
.46
.027
.004
.036
. 019
. 002
. 002
.005
.034
.001
.003

The total effect of the $1.00 increase in demand results
in an expansion of $2.05 in the level of Jacksonville's
economy.

This is actually a sophisticated income multiplier

similar to the multiplier discussed in the earlier section of
this report.

A comparison of the income multiplier

obtain(~d

by increasing demand for "general industrial machinery and
equipment" reveals that the multiplier effect differs from
industry to industry.

The multiplier associated with a $1.00

increase in demand for general industrial machinery and equipment is 2.12; ie., results in an increase of $2.12 in the
aggregated level of income.
A final note on the Input/Output table used in this
analysis concerns the coefficients presented in the model .
There are actually three tables presented by BEA.

The table

chosen depicts total direct and indirect effects of demand as
well as amount of induced spending in the economy.

The increase

in demand for transportation and warehousing also means that
other industries will require transportation and warehousing in
order to supply their required inputs to the industry.

Referring

back to the paper mill, for example, the logging industry
supplying lumber will require paper to conduct its own business.
Thus, the expansionary path followed includes secondary impacts
in addition to the primary impacts.

This explains the $1.126

increase in demand for transportation and warehousing even
though the original assumption was an increase of $1.00 in demand.

-20-
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What is significant in the Input/Output analysis is the
fact that everyone benefits e conomically when demand increa ses.
The effects of the Gulf-Atlantic Waterway will be an accrual
of economic benefits to all nf Jacksonville's institutions.
The Waterway' s chief influence will be the attraction of new
firms to all the Jacksonvill e area.

Each of the new firms will

fit into the economic system and the economic impact on the entire
system may be traced through an Input/Output table.

A new firm

will have the same effect as an increase in demand by another
sector with the e x ception that the original injection will be
in terms of millions of dollars rather than $1.00.
The Gulf-Atlantic Waterway is designed for travel by
shallow-draft vessels.

The most efficient vessel will be the

barge and there are certain commodities that are ideally s uited
for shipment by this mode of transportation.

Generally, t he

best suited commodities for barge transport are raw materials
which will be consumed or transformed in the production process
of manufacturing.

However, as pointed out by the American Water-

ways Operations, Inc., the only limit to type of cargo carried
by barge is man's technology. 24

It is apparent that virtually

any type of barge can be designed to handle cargo if the need
arises.

-21-
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Presently, barge transport is utilized for low-value,
bulk commodities.

These include:

Petroleum and petroleum

products~

Anthracite coal, Bituminous coal and

and grain

products~

cement~

products~

minerals~

Grain

Limestone, sand, gravel and crushed rock,

Logs, lumber, and lumb er products, pulpwood,

Paper and paper
metalic

lignite~

Seas h ells~

Iron and steel

Iron and Steel scrap.

woodpulp~

Industrial c hemicals, Non-

products~

Ores~

Sugar~

and,

25

Most importantly , barges move these commodities c heaper
than any other mode of transportation, thereby, increasing
profit margins for t h ose firms utilizing its service by reducing
transportation costs.

In 1972, the average cost for transporta-

tion on shallow-draft vessels was 3.3 mills per ton-mile. 26
By comparison, the average rail rate per ton-mile in 1971 was
27
15.9 mills.
~A study of other waterway s gives an indication of types of

industries attracted by inexpensive water transportation.

It

seems almost logical that manufacturing would be attracted
since most of the commodities s h ipped on in land waterways fit
well into production processes.
attracted:

Other inland waterways have

Chemical plants, Petroleum facilities, Grain

elevators, Iron and steel mills, Terminal facilities, sugar cane
processing plants, power plants, Aluminum plants, paper plants,
warehouses, Atomic energy and Nuclear Plants, glass plants,
plastic products plants, cement plants, synthetic rubber plants,
flour mills, lumber industries, and fertilizer plants. 28
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variables in site selection in Duval County is its transportation network.

Additionally, all of the industries mentioned

rely in some manner on bulk materials ideally suited for
shallow-draft water vehicle transportation.

A list of these

industries follows:
l.
2.

Industrial chemicals
Plastic Materials, Synthetic
Resins & Rubber, and Manmade
Fibers

3.
4.

Drugs
Soap, Detergent, and Cleaning
Preparations
Paints and varnishes
Gum and Wood Chemicals
Agriculture chemicals
Miscellaneous chemical
products
Petroleum Refining and
Related Industries
Fabricated Metal Products
Nonelectrical machinery

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Food products
Textiles
Apparel
Paper & Allied projucts
Primary metals
Rubber and rubber
products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and
Concrete products
Lumber and wood
products
Electrical machinery
Leather products
Transportatjon
Equipment

There is no guarantee that the industries mentioned ' Jill
migrate to the Jacksonville area.

However, there will be a

strong location advantage for Duval County if the Gulf-Atlantic
Waterway is completed.

The possibility of low-cost water'Nay

transportation will be a strong economic inducement for these
firms to relocate.

If it is economically justifiable for

industry to move to Jacksonville, and it appears that the
Waterway will make transportation a bargain hard to overlook, it
is almost certain the decision will be made to do so.
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Dollar Impact of Gulf-Atlantic
Waterway
The 1962 economic impact study conducted by the Corps
of Engineers estimated tonnage moved along the Waterway of
31
1,681,000 tons by 1980.
This figure was an adjustment of
an estimate done by a consulting firm for the Corps.
consulting firm estimated 5,820,566 tons by l98o. 32

The
An

updated estimate by the Canal Authority in 1973 showed
expected tonnage of 1,952,000 tons. 33

Projected transpor-

tation savin~s of the 1973 estimate was $7,794,000 while the
consulting firm figure was $21,293,626. 34
In order to assess the dollar impact of the Waterway

•

on Duval County's income level, the 1973 estimate of tonnage
was converted to dollar impact and analyzed using the
output table.

in~ut /

For the purposes of demonstrating possibl2

impacts, it was assumed Duval County's share of tonnage would
be 70% in the early stages of the Waterway project.

To derive

a dollar figure the Baltirrore Port study figure for impcct of
one ton, bulk cargo was mv.ltiplied times the tonnage expected
and the resulting total spread through t"b.e 65 industry :_ nput/
output table used earlier in the report.
The result of the analysis is presented on the nex': page
for each industry.

The dollar figures represent the expected

increase in demand for each industry's goods or services.
The average yearly injection into the economy is $7,200,000.
Final primary and secondary impact of this initial injection
is $14,752,800 annually.
-25-
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EFFECTS OF INCREASED DEMAND FOR
TRANSPORTATION RESULTING FROM
INCREASED TONNAGE OF GULF-ATLANTIC
WATERWAY
Annual
Dollar Impact

Industry
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gus
Stone and Clay Mining and Natur11l Gas
Food and Kindred P r oducts
Tobacco Manufacturers
Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn a nd Thread Mills
Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Coverings
Apparel
Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products
Leather and Wood Products, except containers
Household Furniture
Other Furnitures and Fixtures
Paper and Alli e d Products except containers
and boxes
Paperboard containers and boxes
Printing and Publishing
Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products
Plastics and Sy nthetic Materia l s
Drugs, Cleaning and Toliet Preparations
Paints and Allied Products
Petroleum Refining and Related Industries
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics products
Footwear and other Leather products
Glass and Glass products
Stone and Clay products
Primary Iron and Steel Mfg.
Primary Nonferrous Metals
Metal Containers
Heating, Plumbing & Fabricated Structural
Metal Products
Screw Machine Products, Bolts, Nuts, etc., &
Metal Stampings
Other Fabricate d Metal Products
Engines and Turbines
Farm Machinery
Construction, Mining, Oil Field Machinery Equip.
Materials Handling Machinery & Equipment
Special Industrial Machinery & Equipment
Metalworking Machinery & Equipment
General Industrial Machinery &· Equipment
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$

172,8() 0
72,0 () 0
641 8 f)0
7 20
21,6 ') 0
14,4 0 0
7,2 0 0
14,400
21,600
7 20
72 0
50, 4 00
14, 4 0 0
72, 0 00
64, f3 00

2l, GOO
7, 2 00
21, () 00
3601 f) 00
64,300
720
141 ~00
21, 6 00
122, 4 00
57, 6 00
7,200
21,600
21, 6 00
57, 6 00
14,400
1 , 440
5 , 760
3 , 600
2,880
14, 4 00
36,000
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'

Machine Shop Products
Service Industry Machines
Electric Transmission & Distribution Equipment
& Electrical Industrial Apparatus
Electrical Lighting and Wiring Equipment
Electronic Components & Accessories
Miscellaneous Electric Machinery , Equipment
& Supplies
Motor Vehicles and Equipment
Aircraft & Parts
Other Transportation Equipment
Professional Scientific & Controlling
Instruments and Supplies
Optical, Ophthalmic and Photographic Equipment
and Supplies
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Transportation and Warehousing
Communications, except radio and television
broadcasting
Radio and Television broadcasting
Electric, gas, water and sanitary services
Wholesale and Retail trade
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental
Hotels and Lodging Places, Personal and
Repair Services, except Automobile Repair
Business Services
Automobile Repair and Services
Amusements
Medical, Educational Services, and Non-profit
Organizations
Federal Government enterprises
3tate and Local Government ente rprises
Business Travel, entertainment and gifts
Office supplies
TOTAL
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14,400
7,200
21,600
7,2 0 0
14,400
14,400
43,200
72,000
72,000
14,400
7,200
14,400
8,107,200
14,400
14,400
144,000
358,560
194,400
3,312,000
28,BOO
259,200
136' f300
14' •100
14,400
36,000
244,300
7,200
21,600
$14,752,800

4

.5
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FOOTNOTES
1

"Barge Canal Fact Sheet", "Cross Florida Barge Canal, "Canal
Authority of the State of Florida, 1968, pamphlet.
2 Ibid.
3 Jacksonville Magazine, Survey by the Jacksonville Area
Chamber of Commerce, "The City Economy - A Call for Port
Concern," Article by Ron Jackson in "Jacksonville Magazine,"
Thomas G. Ellis, III, Editor, Vol. 11, No. 3, May/June 1974,
pg. 40. The article did not include the following services
related to port activity.
Warehouses - 15
Railroads - 3
Stevedores - 7
Foreign Freig~ Forwarders - 12
Tow Boats - 5
Customs House Brokers - 8
Steamship lines and agents - 12
Banks with Foreign Trade
Departments - 5
4

6

Ibid.

The Impact of the Port of Jacksonville on the Economy of the
Community. Dr. Norman E . Weir and Dr. Stuart W. McFar l and.
The areas of i::npact cons J_dered in the study were:
Vessel Disbursements
Port & Terminal Expenditures
Pilot Tug Hire
Docking
Lime Running
Government Charges:
Custom
Surveying
Labor
Supplies:
Chandler
Doctor
Dentist
Laundry
Bunkers:
Water
Miscellaneous
Port Terminal Income
Storage and Demurage
Can Loading
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1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

Rail and Freight as a Pro-Rated Part for this area
Vessel Crew Expenditures in Area
Auxiliary Services
Shipping agents
Insurance
7
8
9
10
11

Ibid., p. 10.
Ibid., p. 11.
Ibid., p. 13.
Ibid., p. 13.
Ibid., p. 23.

12 Ibid.
13

11

I

p. 12.

.
.
.
Bus1ness and Econonuc Rev1ew,
Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, University of South Carolina, May 1967,
Vol XIII, No. 8, p. 6.
11

14
Waterborne Commerce in the Louisville Metropolitan Regior~.
The Union Studies Center, University of Louisville,
August, 1973, p. 15.
15 The Economic Impact of the Port of Baltimore on Maryland .
Stanley J. Hills and James E. Suelflow. Department of
Business Administration, University of Maryland, Colleqe
Park, Maryland., June, 1969, p. 48.
16
17

18

19

Ibid., p. 48.
Waterway Economics. The American Waterway Operators, Inc.,
Washington, D. C., January, 1970, Vol. II-IV., p.56.
Survey of Current Business, U. S. Department of Commerce,
Social and Economic Statistics Administration, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Washington, D. C., February, 1974, Vol.
54, No. 2, p. 5-9.
Readings in Money, National Income, and Stabilization Policy.
Warren L. Smith and Ronald L. Reigen, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, Illinois, May, 1972, 4th printing, pp. 339-345.
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3

20 .
Blq Load Afloat. The American Waterways Operators, Inc.,
Washington, D. C., 1973, Third Printing, p. 119.
21 I b"d
l
.

I

p. 89.

22 An Industrial Land Market Study for Blount Island. Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, Co l umbus, Ohio, April, 1972, Draft.
pp • 2-841 2-85 •
23

Directory of Florida Industries, 1973. Florida State Chamber
of Commerce, Tallahassee, Florida, 1973, pp. 251-521.
24 Big Load Afloat, op. cit.
25 I b"d
1
. , p. 119 .
26 Footnote 20
27 Footnote 20
28 B1·g Load Afloat, op. c 1"t . , pp . 118 - 149 .
29 Battelle, op. c1"t ., pp. 5 - .·36 - -5- 65 .
30 Ibid.
31 "Cross Florida Barge Cana 1 - Ch"1ef of Engineers Evaluat1on"
.
Department of the Army, Office of the Chief of Engineers,
Washington, D. C., June, 1962.
32

Ibid., Arthur D. Little, Inc., Study included in Study cf
Chief of Engineers
33 "The Cross-Florida Barge Canal Estimated Ratio of Benefits to
cost for Resumption of New York and completion of the
Project, Dr. Marvin J. Barloon, Ph.D . , Case Western Reserve
University, letter to Colonel Giles L. Evans, Jr., The
Canal Authority of the State of Florida, March 23, 1973.
34

Chief of Engineers Eva lua t ion, op. cit.
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